Introduction
Communities are dynamic environments, so their success can be a moving target. Simply launching a community is not enough to create value for your company or your customers. Activity can wane (or get out of hand) without ongoing attention to how you promote, manage, and moderate the community. This best practice guide is intended to help Oracle RightNow CX Cloud Service customers make continuous improvements to their community environments. It outlines best practices and benefits for maintaining and moderating your community. It should take about one hour of focused time to complete. Additional time of up to 20 hours (or more) may be needed to implement any changes to your community configuration based on insights you discover while working through this guide.
Develop Successful Online Communities
Over the past several years, community architects, community managers, and community strategists at Oracle have been working with dozens of companies on developing and nurturing successful communities. In the process, these experts have collected and honed several best practices proven to boost community engagement. These practice areas are designed to help you maintain a healthy member base while keeping the community in alignment with your organizational goals and policies.
Make It Easy to Find
If your customers can't find your community, they won't be able to use it. In addition to an organized marketing program to promote your community (which goes beyond the scope of this guide), instituting these best practices will ensure that customers who may be interested in your community can actually locate it.
Best Practice 1.1. Prominently display a link to the community on your Website.
Benefit. Having a prominent link (within the top-level navigation, if possible) helps direct customers who are interested in using the community to the right place. Best Practice 1.2. Allow visitors to view community content without logging in, but require them to log in to participate.
Benefit. Allowing at least a portion of your community to be accessed without a login will foster significant engagement with existing or potential customers. Protecting contribution to your community with a login to enforce adherence to your community policies is still recommended.
Best Practice 1.3. Ensure that Google and Bing can accurately index your community content.
Benefit. Indexing of your community by the major Web search engines will greatly increase customers' ability to find your content-many customers prefer to do a Web search before trying anything else. 
Properly Organize Your Community
Intuitive organization of your community will not only ensure that members are able to easily navigate it but will also minimize potential maintenance headaches down the road. Companies sometimes start by building a grand community "field of dreams"-hoping that if they build it, the customers will come. This approach almost always fails. Instead, starting small with a simple and general community structure and expanding or specializing the structure as you grow is recommended.
Best Practice 2.1. Add Welcome panels on key pages to help people get started.
Benefit. These panels provide context to participants by letting them know where they are and what they can do at their current location. Benefit. Communities often use too many post types, which not only makes it more difficult for members to understand the difference between types but also creates more work for you if you ever need to move a thread with a different post type.
IMPORTANT: Not adopting this best practice can cause a substantial maintenance problem for you in the future. Best Practice 2.3. Replace the system term hive with more-generic terminology that fits your community (such as area, space, or resource).
Benefit. Adapting the terminology to the customers will provide a better user experience. Best Practice 2.4. Consider removing any areas of your community that have not had activity in a three-to six-month period.
Benefit. Doing this will make the community feel more active and inviting, which improves member engagement. Benefit. Displaying this activity adds value to the community, both by drawing attention to your very active members (which helps them feel important and appreciated) and by making the community even more current and up-to-date. 
TIP: Find people to connect with by browsing through their user profiles to see who is sharing links to their blog, Website, or Twitter or LinkedIn account. People who share this information in their profiles are inviting interaction and will almost always be receptive to further engagement.

Best Practice 2.6. Give users a clear call to action.
Benefit. Words such as post, share, ask, start, add, view, subscribe, vote , and preview will help improve the usability of your site, by making it clear what actions can be taken. 
Best Practice 2.7. If you have long pages of content, add a custom footer that mirrors your top-level navigation.
Benefit. This change provides a natural segue for additional interaction and helps cut down on scrolling. Benefit. This page helps ensure that your company and its community members are legally protected. Benefit. This document is an important step to ensuring healthy and productive member behavior. It also enables the community moderator to cultivate and enforce the desired community culture. 
Cultivate and Reward Good Behavior
It isn't enough to define the culture of your community; you also have to perform day-to-day activities to encourage customers to be part of this culture, build trust between your company and its community members, and otherwise foster good behavior.
Best Practice 4.1. If a problem occurs and it is your fault, acknowledge the problem, apologize for it, and communicate how you are going to act to rectify the situation. This approach reflects the AAA framework (see Figure 12. ).
Benefit. Taking responsibility for mistakes will minimize the chance that a problem will get out of hand and spill into other social media channels, which could damage your brand. Benefit. Enforcing policies in a constructive manner will ensure that they are followed and that members do not feel alienated. Benefit. Community participation often follows the 80/20 rule-meaning that about 20 percent of members will contribute about 80 percent of the valuable content. Going out of your way to ensure that top members are involved and feel valued will go a long way toward promoting a vibrant community. 
Continuously Track the Performance of Your Community
Although it is difficult to objectively compare the performance of your community with that of other communities, it is a good idea to track your performance over time to make sure you are always improving.
Best Practice 5.1. Benchmark your community against itself.
Benefit. By watching measurements such as the number of registered members, page views, post views, and post comments, you can take action if the numbers unexpectedly change. Figure 16 . This chart shows a spike in page view activity on June 8, the day of a product release, and a general upward trend in overall views.
Conclusion
Now that you are familiar with best practices for community engagement, you can use the Community Engagement Tune-Up Checklist to perform an assessment of your deployment against these best practices to see where you have the greatest opportunities for improvement. Note that these practices are intended to be used as rules of thumb to help you develop a successful online community.
